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Abstract—Three-dimensional face landmarking aims at automatically localizing facial landmarks and has a wide range of
applications (e.g., face recognition, face tracking, and facial expression analysis). Existing methods assume neutral facial expressions and unoccluded faces. In this paper, we propose a general
learning-based framework for reliable landmark localization on
3-D facial data under challenging conditions (i.e., facial expressions and occlusions). Our approach relies on a statistical model,
called 3-D statistical facial feature model, which learns both the
global variations in configurational relationships between landmarks and the local variations of texture and geometry around
each landmark. Based on this model, we further propose an occlusion classifier and a fitting algorithm. Results from experiments
on three publicly available 3-D face databases (FRGC, BU-3-DFE,
and Bosphorus) demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach, in
terms of landmarking accuracy and robustness, in the presence of
expressions and occlusions.
Index Terms—Facial expression, fitting, landmarks, occlusion,
statistical face model, 3-D face feature.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE RECENT emergence of 3-D facial data has provided
an alternative to overcome the challenges in 2-D face
recognition, caused by pose changes and lighting variations
[6]. Although 2.5D/3-D face data acquisition is known to be
insensitive to changes in lighting conditions, the data need to
be pose normalized and correctly registered for further face
analysis (e.g., 3-D face matching [20], tracking [33], recogni-
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tion [26], [28], and facial expression analysis [34]). As most of
the existing registration techniques assume the availability of
some 2.5D/3-D face landmarks, a reliable localization of these
facial feature points is essential.
A. Related Work
Although there is no general consensus yet, we consider
stable facial landmarks to be the fiducial points defined by
anthropometry [9] that have consistent reproducibility even
in adverse conditions such as facial expression or occlusion.
Stable facial landmarks generally include the nose tip, the
inner eye corners, the outer eye corners, and the mouth corners. Such landmarks are not only characterized by their own
properties, in terms of local texture and local shape, but are
also characterized by their global structure resulting from the
morphology of the face. Therefore, local feature information
and the configurational relationships of landmarks are jointly
important for accurate and robust face landmarking. This finding is coherent with human studies on face analysis suggesting
that both local features and configurational relationships are
important [44].
Despite the increasing amount of related literature, 3-D face
landmarking is still an open problem. Current face landmarking
techniques lack both accuracy and robustness, particularly in
the presence of lighting variations, head pose variations, scale
changes, facial expressions, self-occlusions, and occlusion by
accessories (e.g., hair, moustache, and eyeglasses) [1]. This
paper proposes a data-driven general framework for precise
3-D face landmarking, which is robust to changes in facial
expressions and partial occlusions.
Face landmarking on 2-D facial texture images has been
extensively studied [1], and several approaches have been proposed. These approaches can be classified into appearancebased [2], geometry-based [3], and structure-based approaches
[4], [5]. Interesting approaches include 2-D statistical models, such as the popular active appearance model [12] or the
more recent constrained local model (CLM) [14], which perform statistical analysis both on the facial appearance and the
2-D shape. However, since they are applied to 2-D texture
images, these approaches inherit the sensitivity to lighting and
pose changes.
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Research on 3-D face landmarking is rather recent. Most of
the existing methods embed a priori knowledge on landmarks
on 3-D face by computing the response to local 3-D shaperelated features (e.g., spin image [28], [42], [43], effective
energy [10], Gabor filtering [7], [11], generalized Hough transform [24], local gradients [19], HK curvature [22], shape index
[20], [42], [43], curvedness index [21], and radial symmetry
[29]). While these approaches enable a rather accurate detection
of landmarks that are shape prominent (e.g., the nose tip or the
inner corners of eyes), their localization accuracy drastically
decreases for other less prominent landmarks.
As current 3-D imaging systems can deliver registered range
and texture images, a straightforward method to discriminate a
landmark is to accumulate evidence from both face representations (i.e., face geometry and texture). Boehnen and Russ [27]
computed the eye and mouth maps based on both color and
range information. Wang et al. [25] used a “point signature”
representation to code a 3-D face mesh as well as Gabor
jets of landmarks from the 2-D texture image. Gabor wavelet
coefficients [1], [23] were used to model the local appearance
in the texture map and local shape in a range map around
each landmark. Lu and Jain [32] proposed to compute and fuse
the shape index response (range) and the cornerness response
(texture) in local regions around seven feature points.
As the combinations of candidate landmarks resulting from
shape and/or texture related descriptors are generally important, some studies also proposed to make use of the structure
between landmarks. This is accomplished by using heuristics
[21], a 3-D geometry-based confidence [27], an extended elastic
bunch graph [23], or a simple mean model constructed as the
average 3-D position of landmarks from a learning data set
[30]. However, there is no technique that best takes into account
both the configurational relationships between landmarks and
the local properties in terms of geometric shape/texture around
each landmark.
Furthermore, only few of the aforementioned studies address
the issue of face landmarking in the presence of facial expressions or occlusions. Nair and Cavallaro [21] used their 3-D
point distribution model (PDM) to locate five landmarks (the
two outer eye points, the two inner eye points, and the nose
tip) under facial expressions with a locating accuracy ranging
from 8.83 mm for the nose tip to 20.46 mm for the right outer
eye point. However, all the five landmarks were located on
stable face regions during facial expressions. Dibeklioglu et al.
[19] studied 3-D facial landmarking under expression, pose,
and occlusion variations. They built statistical models of local
features around landmark locations using a mixture of factor
analysis in order to determine landmark locations on a coarse
level. Heuristics were then applied to locate the nose tip at a
fine level. Using the configurational relationships and geometry
features, Perakis et al. [42], [43] addressed landmarking on
3-D facial data under multiple orientations, taking into account
missing data due to self occlusion.
B. Proposed Approach
In this paper, we propose a general learning-based framework
for 3-D face landmarking which combines both configurational

relationships between the landmarks and their local properties
in a principled way, through optimization of a global objective
function. This data-driven based approach aims to overcome
the shortcomings of the previous feature-based approaches that
require the embedding of a discriminative prior knowledge for
each landmark. Instead, it relies on a statistical model, called
3-D Statistical Facial feAture Model (SFAM), which learns
both the global variations in 3-D face morphology and the local
variations around each 3-D face landmark in terms of texture
and geometry. To train the model, we manually labeled the target landmarks for each aligned frontal 3-D face. Preprocessing
is first performed to enhance the quality of facial scans, and
then, the scans are remeshed to normalize the face scale. The
SFAM is then constructed by applying principle component
analysis (PCA) to the global 3-D face landmark configurations,
the local texture, and the local shape around each landmark
from the training facial data. PCA-based learning is popular
for face recognition since human faces are similar, and hence,
it is quite reasonable to assume that the properties of facial
features follow a Gaussian distribution, as demonstrated by
previous studies (e.g., eigenfaces [45]). In our approach, only
the salient variation modes (95% of the variation) for the
three representations (morphology, texture, and geometry) are
retained. By varying the control parameters of SFAM, different
3-D partial face instances that consist of local face regions with
texture and shape (structured by their global 3-D morphology)
can be generated. In this paper, we have used a simple local
range map and an intensity map to characterize the local shape
and texture properties around each landmark. Alternatively, the
SFAM may use all the aforementioned descriptors of local
features around each landmark (e.g., mean and Gaussian curvature or shape index for local shape characterization and Gabor
jets or cornerness response for local texture description). An
interesting property for the characterization of the local shape
around a landmark is that the descriptor is sufficiently robust
against shape deformation, which typically occurs in facial
expressions. Popular geometric descriptors (e.g., shape index or
HK curvatures) provide an accurate local shape description and
are sensitive to geometric shape differences. However, when the
normalized correlation is used as the similarity measure, local
shape properties described by raw range maps are less discriminative with respect to identity and deformations. Similarly, the
description of local texture should be tolerant to changes caused
by lighting or expressions. A similar reasoning also applies to
using the raw texture maps for texture characterization. The
combination of raw texture maps and the similarity measure
relieves, to some extent, the effect of lighting conditions and
expressions on texture. Our experiments indicate that the use
of a local raw range map and a local raw texture map around
each landmark provides a good tradeoff between computational
efficiency and robustness. Although a comprehensive study of
the selection of robust local features is needed, it is beyond the
scope of this paper.
Our learning-based framework can be considered as a natural
extension of the morphable 3-D face model [15] and the CLM
[14] as we propose to learn, at the same time, the global variations of 3-D face morphology and the local ones in terms of
texture and shape around each landmark. Fitting the SFAM on
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF SYMBOLS

a probe facial scan is accomplished by maximum a posteriori
(MAP) probability. The fitted morphology instance delivers
the locations of targeted landmarks. Using 3-D training faces
with expressions, the SFAM has the ability to learn expression
variations and generate instances with the learned variations
so as to increase the a posteriori probability in fitting faces
with expression. Furthermore, we propose to use a k-nearest
neighbor (k-NN) classifier to identify the partially occluded
faces and the type of occlusion. A histogram of the similarity
map between the local shapes of the target face and shape
instances from the SFAM is used as the input. This information
about occlusions is also integrated into the objective function
used in the fitting process to handle landmarking on partially
occluded 3-D facial scans.
The main contributions of this paper are the following.
1) We build an SFAM that elegantly combines the global and
local features extracted from three facial representations.
2) An occlusion detection and classification algorithm is
proposed to detect occlusions and classify them into
different types, thereby providing occlusion information
to the fitting algorithm.
3) A fitting algorithm is proposed to locate landmarks
through optimizing an objective function, implemented
on local patch-based correlation meshes. In addition, the
fitting algorithm incorporates occlusion knowledge and
thus is able to locate landmarks on partially occluded
faces.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
our statistical model SFAM is introduced. In Section III, the
objective function that combines the local shape and texture
properties and the fitting algorithm are described. Section IV
addresses 3-D face partial occlusion. Experimental results are
discussed in Section V, while Section VI concludes this paper.
Table I presents a summary of the different symbols used in this
paper.
II. SFAM
Three-dimensional facial data acquired by the current 3-D
imaging systems are usually noisy and may contain holes and
spikes. Hence, we first preprocess all the 3-D facial scans to
remove noise. Head pose and scale variations are normalized by
alignment and remeshing (see Section II-A). Then, we model
the variations in 3-D configurations of landmarks and their
local variations in terms of texture and shape around each
landmark (see Section II-B). New partial 3-D face instances can
be synthesized from the learned model (see Section II-C).
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A. Preprocessing the Training Facial Data
To remove the noise (e.g., spikes and holes) and enhance
the quality of 3-D facial scans, we perform the following
operations.
1) Median cut: Spikes are detected by checking the discontinuity of points and are removed by the application of a
median filter.
2) Hole filling: Holes that are caused by the 3-D scanner
and the removed spikes are located on the range maps of
facial scans by a morphological reconstruction [38] and
filled by cubic interpolation. The open mouth is excluded
from this preprocessing step by estimating the size of
the hole corresponding to the open mouth region with an
empirically set threshold.
Although faces are usually scanned from a frontal viewpoint,
variations in head pose still exist and interfere with the learning
of global variations in 3-D facial morphology. Consequently,
these variations may perturb the learning of local shape and
texture variations. To compensate for head pose variations, the
facial data are first translated close to the origin of the camera
coordinate system. The iterative closest point algorithm [18] is
then used to minimize the difference between the two point
clouds of the new scan and the selected facial scan, which
holds a frontal and straight pose. Since the head pose variations
have been compensated after alignment, the SFAM can be
learned with more accurate variations in local face texture and
geometry.
To train the model, the targeted anthropometric landmarks
have to be manually labeled for each aligned frontal 3-D face.
This is the major difference between the proposed approach and
most of the existing 3-D face landmarking algorithms. Instead
of directly embedding a priori knowledge on landmarks into
the landmarking algorithm, we propose a data-driven approach
which, through statistical learning, encodes into a model discriminatory information of targeted landmarks, in terms of their
global configurational relationships as well as the properties
of local texture and shape around each landmark. For any
given training data set, the set of targeted landmarks can be
easily changed according to the particular application. This
general characteristic of the proposed approach is demonstrated
in our experiments on three different public data sets: FRGC,
BU-3-DFE, and Bosphorus data sets. Most landmarks out of 15
(as illustrated in Fig. 5) on the FRGC data set were selected
from the rigid part of the face as they were subsequently used
for 3-D face recognition. On the other hand, landmarks on the
BU-3-DFE and the Bosphorus data sets (as illustrated in Figs. 6
and 8) encompass anthropometric points from all facial regions
as they are used for facial expression analysis.
To learn the local geometry and texture around each landmark, it is necessary to have the same number of points in a
local region and have a dense correspondence among different
faces. However, changes due to face scale and subject identity
make this normalization difficult. Therefore, we use uniform
grids to remesh local regions around landmarks. First, all the
points are sampled from point clouds within a specified distance
from each landmark. The number of sampled points, or the
point density, in local regions varies from face to face due
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P s , P g , and P z are the three sets of modes of configuration,
intensity, and depth variation, respectively. The terms bs , bg ,
and bz are the corresponding sets of control parameters. All
individual components in bs , bg , and bz are independent.
We further assume that all the bq -parameters, where bq ∈
(bs , bg , bz ), follow a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and
standard deviation σ q .

Fig. 1. Scale normalization in a local region associated to the left corner of
the left eye from the (a) frontal view and (b) side view. Circles denote sampled
points from the 3-D face model, and the grid is composed of the interpolated
points. Interpolation is also performed on the point intensity values.

to face scale. Second, a uniform grid is associated with each
landmark. As illustrated in Fig. 1, each grid is centered at its
corresponding landmark with a size of 15 × 15 (225 nodes on a
grid) and a resolution of 1 mm (the intervals of grids on the X,
Y dimensions are fixed to 1 mm). The z values of a node (and
the associated intensity values) on a grid are interpolated from
the range values of sampled points. Using this normalization, a
fixed number of points can be obtained regardless of face scale
and subject identity. Thus, the point-to-point correspondence
among faces is established easily and efficiently.
B. Modeling the Configurational Relationships and Local
Shape and Texture Features of the Landmarks

(1)

where N is the number of landmarks (e.g., in this paper, N =
15 or 19).
We further generate the two vectors g k and z k by concatenating intensity and range values on all the grids on a face
(M is the number of interpolated points collected from all the
local regions). The z k vectors capture the variations of local
geometric shapes around each landmark while the g k vectors
capture the local texture properties


k T
g k = g1k , g2k , . . . , gM
,

Given the parameters bs , a configuration instance can be
generated using (3). Then, given a new facial scan, the set of
scan points closest to the configuration instance is computed.
Based on these points, the vectors g n and z n are obtained by
applying the process described in the training phase (2). Then,
bg and bz are estimated as follows:
bg = P Tg (g n − ḡ),

bz = P Tz (z n − z̄).

(5)

bg and bz are limited to the range [−3σ, 3σ]. Then, using
these constrained bg and bz , we can generate texture and shape
instances ĝ n and ẑ n by using (4). The landmarks, along with
their local texture and local shape instances, compose a partial
face instance.
III. L OCALIZING L ANDMARKS

Once a 3-D facial scan is preprocessed, 3-D coordinates of all
the landmarks (3-D morphology) are concatenated into a vector
si , which describes the configurational relationships among
local regions
sk = (x1 , y1 , z1 , x2 , y2 , z2 , . . . , xN , yN , zN )T

C. Synthesizing Instances From a New Face



k T
z k = z1k , z2k , . . . , zM
. (2)

PCA is then applied to the three vector sets {sk }, {g k }, and
{z k }, extracted from the training 3-D facial data (k denotes
the kth training example). Thus, three linear models are built
by retaining 95% of the variance in landmark configurations as
well as local texture and shape around each landmark. The three
models are represented as follows:
s = s̄ + P s bs

(3)

g = ḡ + P g bg , z = z̄ + P z bz

(4)

where s̄, ḡ, and z̄ are the mean landmark configuration, the
mean intensity, and the mean range value, respectively, while

The SFAM-based landmark localization procedure consists
of MAP probability of landmark configuration, given a 3-D
facial scan to be landmarked, and leads to optimizing an
objective function. In Section III-A, we present the objective
function to be optimized, and in Section III-B, we introduce the
fitting algorithm for localizing landmarks. We then discuss our
assumptions in Section III-C.
A. Objective Function and MAP
We first define the objective function f (bs ) = p(s|T, R, ψ)
as the a posteriori probability of landmark configuration s to be
maximized for a 3-D facial scan represented by its texture map
T and range map R and the learned statistical model SFAM ψ.
Using the Bayes rule, we obtain
p(s|T, R, ψ) = p(T, R, s, ψ)/p(T, R, ψ)
∝ p(T, R|s, ψ)p(s|ψ)
∝ p(T |s, ψ)p(R|s, ψ)p(s|ψ)

(6)

where p(T |s, ψ) and p(R|s, ψ) are the probabilities of having
the facial texture T and the range R, given a landmark configuration s and SFAM ψ, respectively. We assume that the random
variables R and T from the different facial representations
are independent within a local face region. The term p(s|ψ)
denotes the probability of having a landmark configuration s
given the SFAM ψ. Thus, the prior p(s|ψ) can be estimated
using the assumption of Gaussian distribution on the corresponding control parameters bj in the third term of (7).
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The probabilities p(T |s, ψ) and p(R|s, ψ) can be estimated
using the Gibbs–Boltzmann distribution as described in
p(s|T, R, ψ) ∝

N


e−(αηi )

i=1
N


N


e−(βγi )

i=1

K


e

−b2
j
λj

j=1

N


K

b2j
log p(s|T, R, ψ) ∝
(−αηi ) +
(−βγi ) −
λ
i=1
i=1
j=1 j

(7)

where N is the number of local regions, ηi and γi are the energy
functions of the associated local region i in terms of texture and
range properties, respectively, given the landmark configuration
s and the SFAM ψ, and α and β are weight constants. The
third term in (7) represents the Mahalanobis distance [13],
where K is the number of retained landmark configuration
modes and λj denotes the corresponding eigenvalue in the
landmark configuration model. bj denotes the control parameter
that generates the landmark configuration s given the statistical
model ψ. For the energy functions ηi and γi , high energies
occur when the corresponding local texture Ti and range Ri do
not match the texture and range instances which are generated
by the SFAM ψ given the landmark configuration s. In this
paper, instead of using the distances in these energy functions
to express the degree of mismatch, we use a similarity measure,
namely, the normalized correlations defined in (9), and derive
the following objective function f (bs ) (thereby changing the
polarity of the terms associated with ηi and γi ):
f (bs ) = α

N


mi Fgi (si ) + β

i=1

N

i=1

mi Fzi (si ) −

k

b2j
λ
j=1 j

(8)

where Fgi and Fzi are explained in (9) and mi is introduced
to address partially occluded facial data. The term mi is the
probability of the region around the ith landmark being unoccluded. The term si denotes the landmark location from the
morphology model. Specifically




ĝ i
ẑ i
gi
zi
,
,
Fgi =
Fzi =
(9)
g i  ĝ i 
z i  ẑ i 
where ·, · is the inner product and  ·  is the L2 norm. The
values
β are fixed and
computedas the ratios
are
 of α and 
K
N
K
2
2
F
and
(b
/λ
),
F
of N
gi
j
i=1
j=1 j
i=1 zi , and
j=1 (bj /λj ),
respectively, during the offline training.
In this paper, we have used a simple occlusion classification
algorithm which delivers a binary value for mi : zero if the local
region is occluded and one if the region is not occluded.
B. Fitting Algorithm
Landmarking a 3-D facial scan consists of fitting the SFAM
ψ while maximizing the objective function (8). First, the 3-D
facial scan is preprocessed as described in Section II-A, including spike removal, hole filling, and head pose normalization.
The occlusion algorithm, introduced in Section IV, is then
applied to identify the occluded local regions and then used
to set the corresponding mi coefficients to zero. Therefore,
only the unoccluded local regions are considered in the fitting
process. The algorithm works in a straightforward manner and
is described in Algorithm 1.

Fig. 2. Depiction of the correlation meshes from the frontal and side views.
These meshes capture the similarity between instances and local facial regions
in both texture and shape representations. The red color corresponds to large
correlation values while blue corresponds to small correlation values. Large
values on the correlation meshes correspond to large probabilities of finding
landmarks on their locations. The meshes are in four-dimensional space,
where the first three dimensions are x, y, z and the last dimension represents
correlation values. In these figures, we display the correlation values instead of
z. (a,b) Two viewpoints of the same correlation mesh capturing the similarity
of texture (intensity) instances from SFAM and local texture regions (intensity)
on a given face. (c,d) Correlation mesh capturing the similarity of shape (range)
instances from SFAM and the local face shapes (range).

Algorithm 1 SFAM Fitting
Input: A 3-D scan and a trained SFAM.
1. Optimize the morphology parameters bs to minimize
the distance between corresponding morphology instances and
their closest points on the input facial data, and obtain a set of
points S.
2. Synthesize texture and shape instances Ĝ, Ẑ as described
in Section II-C using S.
3. Normalize local regions around points S within a neighborhood large enough to cover the potential landmark locations
as in Section II-A, creating a set of local mesh G, Z.
4. Compute correlation meshes on both texture and geometry
representations (see Fig. 2) by correlating Ĝ, Ẑ with G, Z,
respectively, which are different parts of G, Z sampled by a
sliding window (size of 15 × 15) on local regions (9).
5. Optimize the morphology parameters bs to reach the
maximum of the sum of values on the two correlation meshes
while minimizing the Mahalanobis distance associated with the
landmark configuration defined by the control parameters bs .
Output: Optimized morphology parameters bs
The optimization process in steps one and five of the algorithm is processed by the Nelder–Mead simplex algorithm [16].
Once convergence is reached, the instance s resulting from the
optimized bs indicates the location of landmarks. For partially
occluded faces, occluded landmarks and their corresponding
local meshes are excluded from the optimization process. In the
case of incorrect occlusion classification, local nonface meshes
lead the optimization to converge to an unpredictable point far
from the desired minimum.
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C. Discussion
To deduce (7), we assumed that the probabilities p(T |s, ψ)
and p(R|s, ψ) follow a Gibbs–Boltzmann distribution. This
assumption is reasonable and motivated by the fact that the
problem of 3-D face landmarking is actually a Markov random
field (MRF) which consists of assigning a label from a set of
labels L to each vertex of a 3-D facial scan. The set L encompasses all targeted landmarks (e.g., nose tip and eye corners)
and a null value labeling any vertex which is not the location
of a targeted landmark. Then, the theorem of the equivalence
between MRFs and Gibbs distributions defined by Hammersley
and Clifford [39] implies that the probabilities p(T |s, ψ) and
p(R|s, ψ) follow a Gibbs–Boltzmann distribution [40].
We also used the Nelder–Mead simplex algorithm [16],
which is one of the best known algorithms for multidimensional
unconstrained optimization without derivatives. This method
does not require any derivative information and is widely used
to solve parameter estimation and statistical problems of similar
nature [41].
IV. O CCLUSION D ETECTION AND C LASSIFICATION
Facial data analysis in the presence of partial occlusions
(caused by a variety of factors such as hair, glasses, mustaches,
and scarf) is a difficult problem. In 3-D facial landmarking, only
occlusions which may occur in local regions around landmarks
are of interest. Thus, in this paper, we adopt an approach to
classify the occlusion type and provide a set of binary values to
local regions: either occluded or not occluded. Alternatively, we
may compute a probability associated with a local region being
occluded or a measure indicating roughly the extent to which a
local region is occluded.
To perform occlusion detection, features from the range map
are extracted as the presence of occlusion definitively changes
local shape. Therefore, given a new facial scan, its closest points
to the mean landmark configuration s̄(3) are first computed.
Then, grids (50 × 50) are used to remesh local regions around
these points for range values (see Section II-A). The size of
local regions is chosen to be large enough to account for
variations due to scale and subject changes as well as to cover
the local regions near landmarks for occlusion detection.
For each local region i, processing is performed in a sliding
window manner (the size of the sliding window is the same as
the size of the local regions considered in the SFAM). At each
step, we compute a local depth map Z α and its local shape
instance Z β to further obtain a similarity LS as follows:
balpha = P Tz,i (Z α − z̄ i ), Z β = z̄ i + P z,i bβ


Zα
Zβ
,
LS =
Z α  Z β 

(10)
(11)

where P z,i is the submatrix composed of the rows in P z
associated with local region i. The term z̄ i is the subvector
composed of the rows in z̄ also associated with local region i.
The term bβ is obtained by limiting bα within the boundary as
described in Section II-C. In the case of occlusion, bα does not
necessarily obey a Gaussian distribution and may be distributed

far away from the mean value. Thus, by boundary limitation, the
instances Z β are different from the occluded local shape Z α ,
leading to a low similarity value in (11).
The local similarity value LS is computed for all points in
a local region, leading to a local similarity map. We then build
a histogram of LS values using 50 bins to represent the values
ranging from −1 to 1. Since most values in the local similarity
map are close to 1, we allocate more bins near 1. Then, the histograms computed from all the local regions are concatenated
into a single feature vector. Partially occluded 3-D facial scans
in the training set are manually labeled according to a given
occlusion type (i.e., occlusion in the ocular region, occlusion
in the mouth region, occlusion by glasses, or unoccluded). The
distance between histograms is computed using the Euclidean
metric, and the classification is performed using a simple k-NN
classifier.
In our experiments, we used the Bosphorus data set which
encompasses partially occluded 3-D facial scans according to
several occlusion patterns. We preset a set of binary values
indicating the occlusion state in each local region for each
occlusion pattern. By classifying facial scans into these states,
we can thus obtain a list of local regions that are occluded
[mi in (8)].
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
The proposed statistical learning-based framework for 3-D
facial landmarking was applied on three data sets, namely, the
FRGC [35], BU-3-DFE [36], and Bosphorus [37] data sets. In
Section V-A, we describe the data sets and the experimental
setup and present the various experimental results in the following sections. These results are further discussed in Section V-E.
A. Data Sets and Experimental Setup
The FRGC data set includes two versions. FRGC v1 contains 953 scans from 275 people, captured under controlled
illumination conditions and generally neutral expressions [35].
However, these 953 facial scans have slight head pose and scale
variation. In addition, FRGC v1 contains 33 noisy 3-D facial
scans having uncorrected correspondence between the range
and texture maps. These scans were not used in our experiment. FRGC v2 contains 4007 facial scans from 466 persons.
These 3-D facial scans were captured under different illumination conditions and contain various facial expressions (such as
happiness or surprise).
The BU-3-DFE database contains data from 100 subjects
[36]. Each subject performed a neutral expression and six universal expressions in front of a 3-D scanner. Each of these six
universal expressions (happiness, disgust, fear, anger, surprise,
and sadness) is displayed with four levels of intensity. In our
experiments, we have used the neutral facial data and facial data
with expressions in the two high-level intensities from all the
subjects, resulting in 1300 facial scans in total.
The Bosphorus data set contains 3396 facial scans from 104
subjects [37]. This data set contains not only the six universal
facial expressions but also 3-D scans under realistic occlusions
(e.g., glasses, hands around the mouth, and eye rubbing).
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TABLE II
CONFUSION MATRIX OF OCCLUSION CLASSIFICATION

Moreover, the data set includes many male subjects that have
moustache and beard.
As illustrated in Figs. 5–8, we manually labeled 15 facial
landmarks in the FRGC data set and used 19 labeled landmarks
in the BU-3-DFE and Bosphorus data sets. They were used
as ground truth for learning the SFAM model and testing our
landmark fitting algorithm. These three landmark data sets
contain some common landmarks, such as eye corners and
mouth corners, which are sensitive to facial expressions.
B. Occlusion Classification Results
The proposed algorithm for occlusion detection was applied
to 3-D scans from the Bosphorus data set. In our experiment,
we excluded partial occlusions by hair as they do not occur in
the landmark regions. We have considered partial occlusions
caused by glasses, a hand near the mouth region, and a hand
near the ocular region in addition to unoccluded 3-D scans.
We experimentally set k to five in the k-NN classifier and
performed a two-fold cross-validation. The confusion matrix
is provided in Table II. An average classification accuracy up
to 93.8% is achieved, which appears to be sufficient for the
subsequent landmarking task.
C. Results on SFAM
We used 452 scans from the FRGC v1 data set to build
the SFAM-1 model by learning the local properties around
15 landmarks and their configurational relationships. The training facial scans have limited illumination variations and do not
contain facial expressions.
Furthermore, we used facial scans from 11 subjects in the
BU-3-DFE data set and the first 32 subjects in the Bosphorus
data set to build the SFAM-2 and SFAM-3, respectively. For
every subject, 13 scans were used for training in the case of
the BU-3-DFE data set (a neutral scan and the two scans for
each of the six universal expressions at the intensity levels three
and four), and seven scans in the case of the Bosphorus data
set (a neutral scan and a scan for each of the six universal
expressions). Fig. 3 illustrates the SFAM-3 learned from the
Bosphorus data set containing the first mode of configuration,
local texture, and local shape for variances 3 ± σ.
D. Results on Landmarking
Using the learned statistical models, the fitting algorithm
for 3-D face landmarking was evaluated on three different
experimental setups. In all these experiments, the errors were
computed as the Euclidean distance between the automatically
localized and the corresponding manually labeled landmarks.

Fig. 3. SFAM learned from the Bosphorus data set. (a) First landmark
configuration mode explains variations in terms of the face size and expression.
(b) First texture mode explains skin color variations. (c) First range mode
explains surface geometry variations, mainly in the nose and mouth regions.

Using the SFAM-1, the fitting algorithm was first applied on
the remaining FRGC v1 data sets (i.e., 462 scans from subjects
different from those in training). We then tested the algorithm
on 1500 facial scans (randomly selected from the FRGC v2 data
set) which contain illumination variations and facial expressions. Fig. 4 depicts the cumulative distribution of the fitting
error for all 15 landmarks. Note that most landmarks were
automatically localized within 9 mm in both tests. Table III
summarizes the mean, the standard deviation of localization
errors associated with each landmark tested on FRGC v1 and
FRGC v2, and a comparison with the result achieved by a
curvature-analysis-based landmarking method [31]. The first
two columns show the mean and the standard deviation of localization error for each landmark (di ) from our method while
the third column depicts the results achieved by the curvatureanalysis-based method. Note that the mean localization error
of all landmarks is less than 5 mm. An increase in the mean
and the standard deviation of errors generated in the experiment
on FRGC v2 compared with FRGC v1 was mainly caused by
uncontrolled illumination and facial expressions on tested facial
scans. Compared to curvature-analysis-based method, which
only uses geometry knowledge on faces, the proposed approach
can locate a larger number of landmarks. The mean and standard deviation in localization errors from our method were
smaller when compared to those obtained from the curvatureanalysis-based method except for the nose tip, which is the
most shape salient landmark on a face. Fig. 5 illustrates selected
landmark localization results from the first two experiments.
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TABLE III
C OMPARISON OF M EAN E RROR AND S TANDARD D EVIATION A SSOCIATED
W ITH E ACH OF THE 15 L ANDMARKS ON THE FRGC DATA S ET

Fig. 5.

Landmark localization examples from the FRGC data set.

Fig. 4. Cumulative error distribution of the error for the 15 landmarks using
(a) FRGC v1 and (b) FRGC v2. The symbols used are the following: LCLE—
left corner of left eye, RCLE—right corner of left eye, UCLE—upper corner
of left eye, LWCLE—lower corner of left eye, LCRE—left corner of right
eye, RCRE—right corner of right eye, UCRE—upper corner of right eye,
LWCRE—lower corner of right eye, LCN—left corner of nose, NT—nose
tip, RCN—right corner of nose, LCM—left corner of mouth, CUL—center of
upper lip, CLL—center of lower lip, and RCM—right corner of mouth.

The third experiment was carried out on the BU-3-DFE
data set. Recall that 143 facial scans from the first five male
subjects and six female subjects were used for training the
SFAM-2. From the remaining 89 subjects, 1157 facial scans
in total were used for testing. Each tested subject has a neutral
expression and the six universal facial expressions at the intensity levels three and four. Fig. 6 illustrates several localization
examples having facial expressions. Fig. 7 depicts the effect
of expressions on landmarking accuracy. Note that landmarks
with less deformation in expressions were better localized (i.e.,
eye corner, nose tip, and nose corner). Mouth corners and the
middle of the lower lip were detected with the worst accuracy, and the largest standard deviation was observed in scans
displaying surprise because of the large mouth displacement
and ample deformation in this region. Table IV summarizes

Fig. 6. Landmarking examples from the BU-3-DFE data set with expressions.
(a) Anger. (b) Disgust. (c) Fear. (d) Happiness. (e) Sadness. (f) Surprise.

the mean error and the standard deviation of the proposed
landmarking algorithm compared to the mean error of a PDM
[21], which is trained with 150 face scans and tested on the
remainder of the BU-3-DFE data set. Because of the use of
local texture and geometry knowledge in our approach, there is
a significant decrease in the localization errors. The mean error
for all 19 landmarks is within 10 mm while most of standard
deviations are lower than 5 mm. The localization accuracy of
landmarks in the rigid face region is comparable to those of the
corresponding landmarks automatically localized in FRGC.
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Fig. 7. Landmarking accuracy on different expressions with the BU-3-DFE data set. 1: Left corner of left eyebrow. 2: Middle of left eyebrow. 3: Right corner
of left eyebrow. 4: Left corner of right eyebrow. 5: Middle of left eyebrow. 6: Right corner of right eyebrow. 7: Left corner of left eye. 8: Right corner of left eye.
9: Left corner of right eye. 10: Right corner of right eye. 11: Left nose saddle. 12: Right nose saddle. 13: Left corner of nose. 14: Nose tip. 15: Right corner of
nose. 16: Left corner of mouth. 17: Middle of upper lip. 18: Right corner of mouth. 19: Middle of lower lip.
TABLE IV
MEAN ERROR AND THE CORRESPONDING STANDARD DEVIATION
(IN MILLIMETERS) OF THE 19 AUTOMATICALLY LOCALIZED
LANDMARKS ON THE FACIAL SCANS FROM THE BU-3-DFE
DATA SET (ALL EXPRESSIONS INCLUDED)

TABLE V
MEAN ERROR AND THE CORRESPONDING STANDARD DEVIATION
ASSOCIATED WITH EACH OF THE 19 AUTOMATICALLY LOCALIZED
LANDMARKS ON THE FACIAL SCANS FROM THE
BOSPHORUS DATA SET UNDER OCCLUSION

precision, and 97% of the landmarks were located with a
20-mm precision. Note that there is only a slight increase on
mean error and standard deviation on average when we switch
the accurate knowledge on occlusion as provided by the data
set to the one provided by the proposed occlusion detection
algorithm described in Section IV.
Fig. 8. Landmarking examples from the Bosphorus data set with occlusion.
From left to right, faces are occluded in the eye region, in the mouth region, by
glasses, and by hair.

E. Discussion

The last experiment tested the fitting algorithm using the
SFAM-3 to locate 19 landmarks on 3-D scans under occlusion
from the Bosphorus data set. Fig. 8 illustrates several localization examples under occlusion. This experiment was carried out
on 292 scans from all the subjects excluding the ones used for
training in the Bosphorus data set. To evaluate the efficiency of
our proposed occlusion classifier, the fitting algorithm was first
tested with occlusion knowledge directly provided by the data
set and, then, with occlusion knowledge from our occlusion
detection and classification algorithm (see Table V). In both
configurations, the mean errors ranged from 6 to 11 mm. Meanwhile, 71.4% of the landmarks were localized with a 10-mm

We studied the influence of landmark configuration on the
landmarking results (see Table VI). Three sets of landmarks,
consisting of 5, 9, and 15 landmarks, respectively, were tested
on 100 facial scans randomly selected from the FRGC v1 data
set. The subjects depicted in these scans were different from
the subjects used for training the SFAM, which is the SFAM-1
described in Section V-C. From Table VI, it is evident that the
mean errors remain stable (with a slight decrease in some cases)
when the number of landmarks increases from 5 to 15. Meanwhile, there exists an upper bound on the number of landmarks,
which depends upon the distinctiveness of landmarks so far
characterized in this paper based on their global configurational
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TABLE VI
INFLUENCE OF LANDMARK CONFIGURATION
ON M EAN E RRORS ( IN M ILLIMETERS )

We also studied the reproducibility and the corresponding
accuracy of manual landmarking. For this purpose, 11 subjects
were asked to manually label the 15 landmarks as defined
in Fig. 5 on the same 10 facial scans randomly selected
from FRGC v1. We then computed the mean error and the
corresponding standard deviation of these manually labeled
landmarks based on their mean landmark positions. The mean
error of these manually labeled 15 landmarks was 2.49 mm with
the associated standard deviation at 1.34 mm. In comparison,
our localization technique achieved a mean error of 3.43 mm
with the corresponding standard deviation of 1.68 mm on the
same data set.
Compared to previous 3-D face landmarking algorithms [7],
[8], [10], [17], [19], [21], [31], [32], our SFAM-based algorithm
is a general data-driven 3-D landmarking framework which
encodes the configurational relationships of the landmarks and
their local properties in terms of texture and shape by a statistical learning approach instead of using heuristics directly
embedded within the algorithm. Thus, our algorithm is more
flexible and enables localizing landmarks which are not necessarily shape prominent or texture salient.
VI. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 9. Selected examples of failure cases. Facial data with (a) surprise,
(b) happiness, (c) occlusion in mouth region, and (d) occlusion in eye region.

relationships and their local properties in terms of texture and
geometric shape.
The computation time of the proposed algorithm for localizing landmarks on a scan (coded in Matlab) is around 10 min
on a desktop PC with Intel Core i7-870 CPU and 8-GB RAM.
The time consumed in Step 1 of the fitting algorithm is 130 s on
average. It takes 70 to 96 s to compute the correlation meshes
in Step 4, depending on the density of the point clouds. The
computation time for the optimization of the objective function
mainly depends on the speed of convergence. Over 99% of the
cases converge within 2000 iterations or 422 s on average.
Fig. 9 illustrates several failure cases of landmarking under
different conditions. Cases (a) and (b) are mainly due to ample
deformation on the mouth region when faces display exaggerated expressions. The morphology model in the SFAM learns
major variation modes from a mixture of expressions and subject identities and does not contain a specific mode for deformation caused by a specific facial expression. When fitting an
SFAM on a facial scan having exaggerated facial morphology
deformation (e.g., when displaying happiness and surprise),
the fitting algorithm sometimes cannot generate morphology
instances which approximate these extreme deformations in the
mouth region. Cases (c) and (d) are mainly due to information
loss in the fitting process when occlusion occurs. The occluded
local regions are excluded in the fitting algorithm. Thus, the
prediction of morphology parameters uses less information and
is not as accurate and robust to local minima as the prediction
when there is no occlusion.

In this paper, we have presented a general learning-based
framework for 3-D face landmarking which proposes to characterize, through a statistical model called SFAM, the configurational relationships between the landmarks as well as
their local properties in terms of texture and shape. The fitting
algorithm locates the landmarks by maximizing the a posteriori
probability through the optimization of an objective function.
The effectiveness of the framework has been demonstrated
in the presence of facial expressions and partial occlusions.
Consideration of both the global and local properties helps to
characterize landmarks deformed under expressions. Furthermore, partial occlusion can be easily taken into account in
the objective function provided that the occlusion probability
around each landmark can be estimated. Based on this evidence,
we have also introduced a 3-D facial occlusion detection and
classification algorithm which exhibited a 93.8% classification accuracy on the Bosphorus data set. This detection is
based on local shape similarity between local ranges of an
input 3-D facial scan and the instances synthesized from the
SFAM. The effectiveness of our technique was supported by
the experiments on the FRGC data set (v1 and v2), BU-3-DFE
containing expressions, and the Bosphorus data set containing
partial occlusion.
In this paper, local range and texture maps were used as simple descriptors of local shape and texture around a landmark. In
future work, we plan to further improve landmark localization
accuracy in considering other descriptors. We also plan to study
the generalization capability of the proposed method.
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